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Abstract— The Sun, Wind, Waves and geothermal heat are 

free source of energy they can use this free and unlimited 

energy source to work the electrical appliances. They are 

permanent or self-renewing. Solar energy is rapidly reducing 

an important means of expanding renewable energy 

resources. A great increase of photovoltaic (PV) power in 

now a day generators establishment has increase due to 

efficiency of solar cells as well as the improvements of 

manufacturing technology of solar panels. We can receive 

the maximum radiation due to the movement of solar panel 

according to the sun direction. Solar panels are used to 

convert light energy into electrical energy. To capture the 

maximum power from the sun light in order to produce 

maximum power from the inverter. An inverter is an 

electrical or electromechanical device. This device will 

convert direct current (DC) to alternating current (AC). 

Energy from the sun is the best option for electricity 

generation as it is available all over and free to harness. This 

energy is essential for life time on Earth. It is a renewable 

resource that is clean, economical, and less pollution 

compared to other resources and energy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The developed and described of micro controller based an 

efficient solar tracking system with real time clock. The 

proposed a system provides a indication of their relative 

angle to the sun by comparing with predefined measured 

readings. By using this method, sufficiently perpendicular 

angle the solar tracker was successfully maintained a solar 

array to the Sun. 

The single solar cell is very less, hence the solar 

cells are connected in series to form PV module. To from 

photovoltaic array the PV modules are connected in series 

and parallel form. While fossil fuel exhaustion and 

greenhouse effects are widely important around the world, 

therefore I the problem can be solved by applying a long 

term for the problem which is accrued. Due to different 

panel shadowing effect and orientations condition PV panels 

often work in mismatching condition. To each PV panel for 

extracting its maximum power. Maximum power point 

tracking (MPPT) converters are attached. 

The topic proposed in this paper refers to the solar 

tracking system automatically adjust the PV panel based on 

the given position of tilt times with respect to the natural 

position of the Sun at different times. DC motor controlled 

by a intelligent micro controller(AT89S52) that equippes 

with an algorithm to provide the tracking position using 

RTC. Then micro controller sends a high output to the driver 

which drives the DC motors connected to the panel.  And at 

This mode the controller will continuously reads the RTC. If 

it matches with the values, the corresponding and tilt angle 

will be sent to the micro controller which will make the 

motor to rotate the  solar panel using driver. The tilt angel 

and panel rotation will be fixed in the program that is given 

to the micro controller. 

 
Fig. 1: Solar Panel 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Solar energy has been used in various ways since the 7th 

century BC when the sun’s rays were magnified and used to 

create fire. In third century B.C. the Greek and Roman used 

‘burning mirrors’ to light torch for religious purpose. In 

1839 Alexander Edmond discovers the photovoltaic effect 

which explains how electricity can be generate from 

sunlight. Solar starting in 1888 with a Russian physicist 

called Aleksandr Stoletov who built the first photoelectric 

cell based on the outer photoelectric effect discover by 

Heinrich Hertz  in the earlier stage in 1887. The discovery 

that ultraviolet rays can cause a spark between two 

electrodes led to the creation of an solar heater unit in the 

year 1891.  

Inverter begins in the late 19th century as 

electromechanical device in the form of rotary converters 

sets. If you invert the connections to a MG-set and you put 

DC in, you get AC out. Albert Einstein published a paper on 

this photoelectric effect and the mechanism of light 

instigated carrier excitation in 1905 for which he won the 

Nobel Prise in physics in 1921. The improvements achieved 

by this method are still being used in today’s equipment. It 

was, however, Russell Oh that patent the modern junction 

semiconductor solar cell in 1946. By 1980 solar panel power 

plants were built with ARCO solar producing more than 1 

megawatt of photovoltaic modules a year. 

One solar produce 10 megawatt of electricity by 

concentrating on the sun energy into a common focal point 

to produce, heat to run a steam turbine generator. It did 

using 1818 mirror, each 40m2 (430 ft2) with a total area of 

72,650 m2. By 1985 sale of a photovoltaic cells had reached 

$250,000,000 and the University of South Wales has 

increased the efficiency of silicone solar cell to 20% under 

sun condition. A year later ARCO released the first 

commercially available thin-film solar power module. The 

turn of the century large domestics and commercials solar 

initiatives were in play. Germany along with a few many 

nations had been developed a highly successful solar 
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photovoltaic market. At the end of 2011 there were 230,000 

solar power projects in the United Kingdom. 

The UK government had said that 4 million homes 

across the country will be fully powered by the sun within 

eight years. Photovoltaic is a fast growing market: The 

Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of PV 

installations is 44 % during the period from 2000 to 2013. In 

the past years we have seen enormous investment in utility-

scale solar power plants, with the largest frequently being 

broken. Then largest solar energy plant is the Golmud Solar 

Energy plant in China, with an installed capacity of 200 

megawatts. However, a solar project in India called Gujarat 

Solar Park, which is consist of a collection of separate solar 

farms boast a combined installed capacity of 605 megawatts. 

All above papers discuss refer to solar system with 

mppt. But solar panel inverter with mppt are solar power 

energy use it free and unlimited energy source. Solar system 

is an independent system that minimally utilizes the 

electricity coming from the power station.  In this project we 

used tracking system solar panel tracking which includes 

advanced technology for mounting photovoltaic panels. 

Trackers generate more electricity than their stationary 

counter parts due to increase direct exposure to solar rays. 

The solar energy into electricity and works the load in house 

while charging the battery. When solar power is not 

available in this case the battery will never get charged by 

solar system. They will enable a switch the battery will start 

getting charged by mains supply. This system advancement 

in technology and reliability in electronic and mechanic 

have drastically reduced long-term maintenance concerns 

for tracking systems. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Solar charge controllers form an interface during batteries 

and solar panels in a solar power system. Solar Power 

plants, which are large collections of solar panels arrange to 

generate commercial electricity, are becoming more and 

more common these days. While stable between 2-5 times 

as expensive to produce as electricity from fossil fuels, 

electricity produced from solar panels is free, nearly 

infinitely abundant, and non-polluting. Solar energy is 

gathered by the solar panel. it then converts this solar energy 

into an electrical current. Then used to charge the battery 

from which we get the DC power. We can also obtain an AC 

power through an inverter. 

A. Solar Panel 

Photovoltaic array generates a form of renewable electricity, 

particularly useful in situations where electrical power from 

the grid is not available such as in remote area power 

systems. A solar cell sometimes called a photovoltaic cell. It 

is a device that converts light energy into electrical energy. 

The PIC controller receives analog input from panel. The 

maximum voltage which can be obtain from solar cell is set 

as reference voltage in micro controller. The Panel output 

current and voltage is compared with the reference current 

and voltage accordingly controller gives signal to the 

stepper motor. The output of ADC is same to the reference 

voltage then stepper motor keeps the solar panel in same 

direction. The solar cell captures the sun’s rays and gives the 

analog output to the ADC. 

 
Fig. 2: Block Diagram 

B. Sensors 

A sensor is an object whose meaning is to detect events or 

changes in its environment, and then provide a compatible 

output. A sensor is a type of transducer; sensors may 

provide various types of output, but typically use electrical 

or optical signals. It consists of a LDR sensor senses max 

solar power which is being given to the Micro controller 

through the Analog to digital converter which digitizes the 

LDR output. Controller then takes the decision according to 

then algorithm and skews the panel towards the direction of 

the maximum energy given by LDR with the help of Motor. 

The Motor is used to rotate the LDR to sense the maximum 

solar power. 

C. Solar Tracking 

The sun rays fall on the solar cell in some particular 

direction then only we get maximum output, The solar cells 

output depends on the intensity of sunlight and the angle of 

incidence. Hence the solar cells are rotated in the direction 

of sun position where we get maximum efficiency. solar 

tracker is the best for receiving maximum radiation. 

According to the movement of sun by moving the solar 

panel we can always receive the maximum radiation. Solar 

panels are used convert into light energy into electrical 

energy. Efficient Solar Power generation System using 

moving panel is a efficient power generating system using 

sun light. Two sensors in two directions to sense the 

direction of max intensity of light. The difference between 

the outputs of the sensors is given to the microcontroller 

unit. Micro controller is used to process the input voltage 

from the parallel circuit and control the direction in which 

the motor has to be rotated so that it will receive max 

intensity of light from the sun. The power generated from 

this process is then stored in a lead acid battery. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The interest of solar energy has become more important due 

to surging oil prices and environmental effect. In many 

remote or under develop areas, direct access to an electric 

grid is impossible and a photovoltaic inverter system would 

make life much simpler and has become convenient. The 

proposed system provides a variable indication of their 

relative angle to the sun by comparing with predefined 

measured readings. The solar tracker was successfully 

maintained a solar array at a sufficiently perpendicular angle 

to the Sun. The proposed design is having an low power 

consumption, high accuracy and low cost. 
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